This paper discusses how to find the global minimum of functions that are summations of small polynomials ("small" means involving a small number of variables). Some sparse sum of squares (SOS) techniques are proposed. We compare their computational complexity and lower bounds with prior SOS relaxations. Under certain conditions, we also discuss how to extract the global minimizers from these sparse relaxations. The proposed methods are especially useful in solving sparse polynomial system and nonlinear least squares problems. Numerical experiments are presented, which show that the proposed methods significantly improve the computational performance of prior methods for solving these problems. Lastly, we present applications of this sparsity technique in solving polynomial systems derived from nonlinear differential equations and sensor network localization.
Introduction
Global optimization of multivariate polynomial functions contains quite a broad class of optimization problems. It has wide and important applications in science and engineering. Recently, there has been much work on globally minimizing polynomial functions using representation theorems from real algebraic geometry for positive polynomials. The basic idea is to approximate nonnegative polynomials by sum of squares (SOS) polynomials. This approximation is also called SOS relaxation, since not every nonnegative polynomial is SOS. Here a polynomial is said to be SOS if it can be written as a sum of squares of other polynomials. The advantage of SOS polynomials is that a polynomial is SOS if and only if a certain semidefinite program (SDP) formed by its coefficients is feasible. Since SDP [36] has efficient numerical methods, we can check whether a polynomial is SOS by solving a particular SDP.
To be more specific, suppose we wish to find the global minimum value f * of a polynomial function f (x) of vector x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) ∈ R n . The SOS relaxation finds a lower bound γ for f * such that the polynomial f (x) − γ is SOS. Obviously, f (x) − γ being SOS implies that f (x) − γ is nonnegative for every real vector x. Hence such a γ is a lower bound. The maximum γ found this way is called the SOS lower bound, which is often denoted by f can be computed when f * > −∞ but not attainable. Jibetean and Laurent [13] , and Lasserre [17] propose perturbing f (x) by adding a higher degree polynomial with tiny coefficients, and showed that the lower bounds will converge to the minimum value f * . Recently, Laurent [19] gave a survey on solving polynomial optimization by using semidefinite relaxations. We refer to [13, 17, 19, 23, 31] for related work.
Another important issue for SOS relaxation is the computational complexity. Suppose f (x) has degree 2d (it must be even for f (x) to have a finite minimum). Then f (x) has up to`n +2d 2dḿ
onomials. The condition that f (x) − γ being SOS reduces to an SDP the size of whose linear matrix inequality (LMI) is`n +d d´w ith`n +2d 2d´v
ariables. These numbers can be huge for moderate n and d, say, n = 2d = 10. For large scale polynomial optimization problems, the general SOS relaxation is very difficult to implement numerically. Sometimes this complexity makes the applicability of SOS relaxation very limited. We refer to [25, 26] for the connection between SOS relaxation and SDP.
Prior work There is some work on exploiting sparsity in polynomial optimization when the polynomials are sparse. In such situations, sparse SOS relaxations are available and the resulting SDPs have reduced sizes, and hence larger problems can be solved. Here being sparse means that the number of monomials with nonzero coefficients is much smaller than the maximum possible number`n +2d 2d´.
Kojima et al. [15] and Parrilo [27] discussed how to exploit sparsity of SOS relaxations in unconstrained polynomial optimization. Kim et al. [14] and Lasserre [18] discussed sparse SOS relaxations for constrained polynomial optimization problems and showed convergence under certain conditions. Waki et al. [34] proposed a heuristic procedure to exploit sparsity for minimizing polynomials by chordal extension of the correlation sparsity pattern graph (csp graph): the vertices of the csp graph are the variables x1, · · · , xn; the edge (xi, xj) exists whenever xixj appears in one monomial of f (x). To find one chordal extension, [34] proposed to use the symbolic sparse Cholesky factorization of the csp matrix with minimum degree ordering. If the chordal extension of the csp graph is also sparse, then the sparsity technique in [34] works well. However, if the chordal extension of the csp graph is much less sparse, then that sparsity technique might still be too expensive to be implementable for some practical problems.
Our contributions In many practical applications, the polynomials are not only sparse, but also given with certain sparsity patterns. For instance, the polynomials are often summations of other "small" polynomials, i.e. polynomials only involving a small number of variables. Sometimes, these representations contain useful information that might help us save computations significantly. These sparsity patterns are often ignored in prior work, where these polynomials would be treated using the usual "dense" algorithms. The main contribution of this paper is to propose new sparse SOS relaxation techniques taking the given sparsity pattern into account, and to show numerical experiments demonstrating their accuracy and speed.
In this paper, we consider the polynomial optimization problem of the form
where ∆i ⊂ [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n}. Here each fi(x∆ i ) is a polynomial in x∆ i = (xj|j ∈ ∆i). Let deg(fi) = 2di and 2d = deg(f ) = max{2d1, · · · , 2dm} (we assume each fi has even degree along with f ). One basic and natural idea for solving problem (1.1) is to find the maximum γ such that
where each si(x∆ i ) is an SOS polynomial in x∆ i instead of all the variables x1, · · · , xn. Exploiting this sparsity pattern can save significant computation without sacrificing much solution quality for many practical problems. In addition to presenting its numerical implementation, this paper will also discuss the theoretical properties of this sparse SOS relaxation and its variations. The main distinction of our sparse SOS technique from earlier work like Waki et al. [34] is that we do not use the chordal extension of csp graphs. In case that the csp graph of f (x) in (1.1) is chordal, our sparsity technique is almost the same as the one in [34] . However, if the csp graph of f (x) is not chordal and its chordal extension is much less sparse, then our sparsity technique is significantly more efficient. If the csp graph of f (x) is not chordal and its chordal extension is also sparse, then our sparsity technique is slightly more efficient while not losing much quality of solution. Furthermore, our sparsity technique can be applied to solve bigger dense polynomial optimization problems which can not be solved by other existing methods. This is due to the observation that every polynomial g(x) is a summation of monomials whose number of variables is at most the degree deg(g). So, when deg(g) is small, like 4 or 6, then the formulation (1.1) is a good sparse model. The numerical computations show that our sparsity technique is usually more efficient than other existing methods in solving problems of the form (1.1).
Polynomial optimization problems of the form (1.1) have important practical applications: (i) Solving polynomial systems: Many large scale polynomial equations are often sparse and each equation might involve just a few variables, e.g., the polynomial equations obtained from discretization in nonlinear differential equations. Such polynomial systems can be equivalently transformed to a global polynomial optimization problems of the form (1.1). We will show that the proposed sparse SOS relaxation is exact when the polynomial system has at least one real solution.
(ii) Nonlinear least squares: Many difficult problems in statistics, biology, engineering or other applications require solving certain nonlinear least squares problems and finding their global optimal solutions. If each equation is sparse, then sparse polynomial optimization (1.1) is a very natural model and our sparsity technique is very suitable. Sensor network localization is one important application of this kind.
Outline This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some notation and background for SOS relaxations, Section 3 discusses properties of the sparse SOS relaxation and its variations, Section 4 presents some numerical implementations, and Section 5 shows applications. Lastly, Section 6 draws some conclusions and discusses future work in this area.
Preliminaries
This section introduces some notations and backgrounds in SOS relaxation methods for minimizing polynomial functions.
Throughout this paper, we will use the following notation: R is the field of real numbers; N is the set of nonnegative integers;
: the ring of real polynomials in X = (x1, x2, · · · , xn); R[X∆ i ]: the ring of real polynomials in
is nonzero}; |F | denotes the cardinality of set F ; A T denotes the transpose of matrix A; A (≻)0 means matrix A is positive semidefinite (definite); M d (y) is the moment matrix of order d about x ∈ R n ; M ∆ i d (y) is the moment matrix of order d about x∆ i ∈ R ∆ i ; MF (y) is the moment matrix generated monomials with support F .
SOS and semidefinite programming (SDP)
A polynomial p(x) in x = (x1, · · · , xn) is said to be sum of squares (SOS) if p(x) = P i p 2 i (x) for some polynomials pi(x). Obviously, if p(x) is SOS, then p(x) is nonnegative, i.e., p(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R n . However, the converse is not true. If p(x) is nonnegative, then p(x) is not necessarily SOS.
In other words, the set of SOS polynomials (which forms a cone) is properly contained in the set of nonnegative polynomials (which forms a larger cone). The process of approximating nonnegative polynomials by SOS polynomials is called SOS relaxation. For instance, the polynomial
s SOS. This identity immediately implies that
which is one arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. The advantage of SOS polynomials over nonnegative polynomials is that it is more tractable to check whether a polynomial is SOS. To test whether a polynomial is SOS is equivalent to testing the feasibility of some SDP [25, 26] , which has efficient numerical solvers. To illustrate this, suppose polynomial p(x) has degree 2d (SOS polynomials must have even degree). Then p(x) is SOS if and only if [25, 26] there exists a symmetric matrix W 0 such that
where m d (x) is the column vector of monomials up to degree d. For instance,
As is well-known, the number of monomials in x up to degree d is`n +d d´.
Thus the size of matrix W is`n +d d´.
This number can be very large. For instance, when n = d = 10,`n +d d´≥
10
5 .
However, for fixed d (e.g.,d = 2),`n +d d´i s polynomial in n. On the other hand, it is NP-hard (with respect to n) to tell whether a polynomial is nonnegative whenever 2d ≥ 4 (even when d is fixed) [16] .
SOS relaxation in polynomial optimization
Let f (x) = P α fαx α be a polynomial in x. Consider the global optimization problem
This problem is NP-hard when deg(f ) ≥ 4. The standard SOS relaxation is
Obviously we have that f * sos ≤ f * . In practice, SOS provides very good approximations, and often gives exact global minimum, i.e., f * sos = f * , even though theoretically there are many more nonnegative polynomials than SOS polynomials [5] .
In terms of SDP, the SOS relaxation can also be written as
where 2d = deg(f ). The decision variable in the above is (γ, W ) instead of x. The above program is convex about (γ, W ). A lower bound f * sos can be computed by solving the resulting SDP. It can be shown [16] 
. This says that a lower bound of f (x) is attained at one point x * . So x * is one global minimizer. When moment matrix M d (y * ) has rank more than one, the process described above does not work. However, if M d (y * ) satisfies the so-called flat extension condition
for some 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, we can extract more than one minimizer (in this case the global solution is not unique). When the flat extension condition is met, it can be shown [8] that there exist distinct vectors u1, · · · , ur such that
The set {u1, · · · , ur} is called an r-atomic representing support for moment matrix M d (y * ). All the vectors u1, · · · , ur can be shown to be global minimizers. They can be computed by solving some particular eigenvalue problem. We refer to [8] for flat extension conditions in moment problems and [12] for extracting minimizers.
Exploiting sparsity in SOS relaxation
As mentioned in the previous subsections, the size of matrix W in SOS relaxation is`n +d d´, which can be very large. So SOS relaxation is expensive when either n or d is large. This is true for general dense polynomials. However, if f (x) is sparse, i.e., its support F = supp(f ) is small, the size of the resulting SDP can be reduced significantly. Without loss of generality, assume (0, · · · , 0) ∈ F. Then supp(f ) = supp(f − γ) for any number γ.
2 is an SOS decomposition. Then by Theorem 1 in [29] we have
where F e = {α ∈ F : α is an even integer vector}. There exist some work [15, 34] on exploiting sparsity further. Here we briefly describe the technique introduced in [34] .
For polynomial f (x), define its csp graph G = ([n], E) such that (i, j) ∈ E if and only if xixj appears in some monomial of f (x). Let {C1, C2, · · · , CK } be the set of all maximal cliques of graph G. Waki et al. [34] proposed to represent f (x) − γ as
Theoretically, when f (x) − γ is SOS, the above representation may not hold (see Example 3.5).
And it is also difficult to find all the maximal cliques of graph G. Waki et al. [34] propose to replace {C1, C2, · · · , CK} by the set of all maximal cliques of one chordal extension of G. We refer to [4] for properties of chordal graphs. For chordal graphs, there are efficient methods to find all the maximal cliques. Chordal extension is essentially the sparse symbolic Cholesky factorization. See [34] for more details on how to get the chordal extension. We remark that in the worst case the sparse SOS relaxation above might be weaker than the general dense SOS relaxation even when the chordal extension is applied, as shown by Example 3.5.
There is much work in exploiting sparsity in SOS relaxations. We refer to [9, 14, 15, 27, 34] and the references therein.
The sparse SOS relaxation
Throughout this paper, we assume f (x) = P m i=1 fi(x∆ i ). Let ∆ be the maximum cardinality of ∆i, i.e., ∆ = maxi |∆i|. We are interested in the case that ∆ ≪ n. To find the global minimum f * of f (x), we propose the following sparse SOS relaxation
In terms of SDP, the above SOS relaxation is essentially the same as
Notice that (3.2) is an identity. Let
By comparing coefficients of both sides of (3.2), we have equality constraints
Now we derive the dual problem for (3.1)-(3.3). Notice that constraint (3.2) is equivalent to the equality constraints (3.5). Let y = (yα)α∈F be the Lagrange multipliers for equations in (3.5), and Ui be the Lagrange multipliers for inequalities in (3.3). Each Ui is also positive semidefinite. The Lagrange function for problem (3.1)-(3.3) is
Therefore the dual of (3.1)-(3.3) is
Complexity comparison
Since the dual of the standard or sparse SOS relaxation not only returns the SOS lower bound but also provides the moment matrix to help extract minimizers, we compare the computational complexity of (2.4)-(2.6) and (3.6)-(3.8). The LMI (2.5) is of size`n +d d´= O(n d ) and has`n +2d 2d´=
O(n 2d ) decision variables. At each step of an interior-point method (e.g., the dual scaling method [3] ), the complexity for solving (2.4)-(2.6) is O(n 6d ). On the other hand, (3.7) has m LMIs, which are of sizes at most`
At each step of interior-point methods, the complexity for solving (3.
Therefore (3.6)-(3.8) is much easier to solve than (2.4)-(2.6).
The complexity of sparse SOS relaxation in [34] depends on the chordal extension of the csp graph. In the worst case, it can be as big as for the general SOS relaxation (2.4)-(2.6). Let Ω be the maximum size of the maximal cliques of the chordal extension. In practice, Ω is often bigger than or equal to ∆ . When Ω > ∆ , the SOS relaxation (3.6)-(3.8) is usually more efficient.
Lower bound analysis
This leads us to think that the relaxation (3.6)-(3.8) should give reasonable lower bounds, although it might be weaker than the general SOS (see Example 3.5).
Proof. The latter two inequalities are obvious because the feasible region defined by (3.7)-(3.8) contains the one defined by (2.5)-(2.6). To prove the first equality, by the standard duality argument for convex program, it suffices to show that (3.7) admits a strict interior point. Definê y = (ŷα)α∈F asŷ
For every nonzero vector ξ = (ξα)α∈F i , we have
Thereforeŷ is an interior point for (3.6)-(3.8), which implies the strong duality f * Σ = f * ∆ . Suppose ∆1, ∆2, · · · , ∆m satisfy the running intersection property:
Proof. For any ∆i, ∆j, M
. So the marginals of measures µi are consistent, i.e., the restrictions of these measures on the common subspaces are the same. By Lemma 6.4 in [18] , there exists a measure on R n such that µi is the marginal of µ with respect to ∆i for all i = 1, · · · , m. Define vectorỹ such that
. Soỹα = y * α whenever supp(α) ⊂ ∆j for some j. Since the fα = 0 implies supp(α) ⊂ ∆j for some j, we know the objective value of (3.6) is the same for y
The running intersection property (3.9) alone is not sufficient to guarantee the equality f * ∆ = f * sos , as shown by the following example. Example 3.5. f (x) = f1(x1, x2)+f2(x2, x3) where f1 = x , and evaluate f (x) on these critical points, then we find the minimum of these critical values is about 0.8650. So f * < 1. Second, we prove that the minimum f * is attainable. Let {x (k) } be a sequence such that f (x (k) ) → f * as k goes to infinity. We claim that the sequence {x (k) } must be bounded.
Otherwise, suppose x (k) → ∞. Thus at least one of coordinates x
should go to infinity. If either
goes to infinity, then f (x (k) ) goes to infinity, which is not possible. So
loss of generality, we assume x
is convergent to a2, which is not possible. And, if a3 = 0, then
goes to infinity, which is also not possible. So a3 = 0, and hence
which is a contradiction. So the sequence {x (k) } is bounded and has an accumulation point x * . Then we must have f (x * ) = f * , which means that f * is attained at some point. From the computation of critical values, we know f * ≈ 0.8650. For this polynomial, both the dense and sparse SOS relaxation are not exact: f Proof. When all fi are quadratic, i.e., di = 1, the entries of moment matrix M ∆ i 1 are the first and second order moments. The positive semidefiniteness of M
has a representing measure. Then the conclusion is immediately implied by Theorem 3.3.
Remark 3.7. If the running intersection condition (3.9) fails, then Corollary 3.6 is no longer true, as shown by the example below.
The running intersection property (3.9) fails. But we have f * ∆ = −∞ < f * sos = f * = 0.
Extraction of minimizers
In this subsection, we discuss how to extract minimizer(s) ∈ X∆ i imply that x * k ∈ V k for all k ∈ ∆i? Under the flat extension assumption, the answer is yes, which is due to the following theorem. 
Proof.
This means that {x
k } is a r-atomic representing support for moment matrix M
k might be the same). By the definition of Vi, we have {x 
where 1 ≥ λ∆ i > 0 andM∆ i 0. Now let λ = mini λ∆ i > 0 and
Notice thatM∆ i and M∆ i are also moment matrices. Without loss of generality, we can assume λ < 1, since otherwise each M ∆ i 2 (y * ) has rank one and then x * is obviously a global minimizer. For every α ∈ Fi, defineŷα =`x * ∆ i´α andŷ = (ŷα)α∈F . Letỹ = (ỹα)α∈F be the vector such that
Obviously vectorỹ is feasible for (3.7)-(3.8) since
Since y * is optimal, we can see P α∈F fαy * α ≤ P α∈F fαŷα and
Therefore, we must have P α∈F fαŷα = f * ∆ since 0 < λ < 1. On the other hand, by the definition ofŷ, we know f (x * ) = P α∈F fαŷα = f * ∆ . Thus x * is one point at which the polynomial f (x) attains its lower bound f * ∆ , which implies that x * is a global minimizer of f (x * ).
The algorithm for minimizing f (x) via sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is as follows. 
Begin
Step 1: Solve the dual problem (3.6)-(3.8). Get the optimal solution y * .
Step 2: For each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, find the set V k of points that can be extracted from M
Step 3: For every k with |V k | > 1, find the set
End
As an example, let us illustrate how to solve the global optimization problem
and find global minimizers. Here ∆1 = {1, 2} and ∆2 = {2, 3}. Solve the dual problem (3.6)-(3.8) and we get solutions 
and
Since the x2-component from X∆ 1 and X∆ 2 must be the same, we know there are two global minimizers x * = ± (1, 1, 1) .
Nonlinear least squares problems
Now we consider the special case that each fi(x∆ i ) is a square of some polynomial, say, fi(x∆ i ) = g 2 i (x∆ i ). Then the global minimization of f (x) = P i fi(x∆ i ) is equivalent to solving the nonlinear least squares (NLS) problem associated with the polynomial system:
(3.10)
In this situation, the polynomial function is often nonconvex and it is very difficult for general numerical optimization schemes like branch-bound to find the global minimizer of f (x).
Theorem 3.12. If the polynomial system (3.10) admits a solution, then the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is exact, i.e., f *
Proof. Obviously f * = 0. And γ = 0 is a feasible solution to problem (3.1)-(3.3), since f (x) itself is a sparse SOS representation as in (3.2)-(3.3). So f * ∆ ≥ 0, and hence all the inequalities in the Theorem 3.1 become equalities. Remark 3.13. When the polynomial system (3.10) admits a solution, we necessarily have f * = 0. This might be trivial in some sense. However, the optimal solution y * to the dual problem (3.6)-(3.8) can help recover the real zeros of polynomial system (3.10), which are absolutely the global minimizers of f (x). See the example below.
Example 3.14. Consider the sparse polynomial system
This polynomial system is consistent and has at least two real solutions. Set n = 20. We apply sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) to solve the least squares problem and get the lower bound f * ∆ ≈ −2.0 · 10 −11 . Using the optimal dual solution, we obtain two real solutions (only the first four digits are shown) 
A sparser SOS relaxation
From Theorem 3.12, we know the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is exact whenever the polynomial system (3.10) admits a solution, and the optimal dual solution can help recover the real zeros. This fact makes it possible to exploit the sparsity of each fi(x∆ i ) further. In (3.1)-(3.3), we assume each fi(x∆ i ) is a dense polynomial. However, if each fi(x∆ i ) is sparse, we can get a sparser SOS relaxation. It is obvious that supp(fi) ⊆ Gi + Gi where Gi is the convex hull of {α ∈ N n : 2α ∈ supp(fi)}. This motivates us to propose the sparser SOS relaxation f * ∆s := max γ (3.11)
Here mG i (x∆ i ) is the column vector of all monomials in x with exponents from Gi. The size of matrix Wi is equal to the cardinality of Gi. Similar to (3.1)-(3.3), the dual of (3.11)-(3.13) can be derived to be
Here the sparse moment matrix MG i (y) is indexed by vectors from Gi and defined as
for all α, β ∈ Gi. 
Proof. Applying the standard duality theory in convex programming as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can get the first equality from the left by proving (3.12)-(3.13) has a strict interior point. Since the relaxation (3.11)-(3.13) is a special case of (3.1)-(3.3), we obtain the first inequality from the left. The other relations follow Theorem 3.1. Proof. The proof is almost the same as for Theorem 3.12. Obviously f * = 0. And γ = 0 is a feasible solution, since f (x) itself is a sparse SOS representation as in (3.12)-(3.13). So f * ∆s ≥ 0, and hence all the inequalities in the Theorem 3.15 become equalities.
Remark 3.17. When the polynomial system (3.10) admits a solution, we must have f * = 0. This lower bound itself might not be interesting. However, the optimal dual solution y * to (3.14)-(3.16) can help recover the real zeros of polynomial system (3.10), which are absolutely the global minimizers of f (x). This observation is very important and has many applications. See examples in Subsection 5.1.
Numerical examples
In this section, we present some numerical experiments using sparse SOS relaxations (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.11)-(3.13). First, we use them to solve some test problems from unconstrained optimization. Second, we generate various random polynomials, test the performance of these sparse SOS relaxations and compare with other methods. All the computations are implemented on a Linux machine with 0.98 GB memory and 1.46 GHz CPU. The SOS relaxations are solved by softwares SeDuMi [32] and YALMIP [20] . Throughout this section, the computation time is in CPU seconds. The accuracy of relaxations is measured by
, wherex is one extracted solution andf is the computed lower bound.
Some global optimization test problems
In this subsection, we apply SOS relaxations (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.11)-(3.13) to solve some global optimization test problems from [7, 21, 22] . The relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is usually applied when each fi(∆i) is almost dense, and the sparser relaxation (3.11)-(3.13) is usually applied when each fi(∆i) is sparse. All the test functions in this subsection have global minimum f * = 0. So we use the absolute value of the lower bounds f * ∆ or f * ∆s to measure the accuracy of the relaxation. First, consider the following test functions.
• The chained singular function [7] :
here J = {1, 3, 5, · · · , n − 3} and n is a multiple of 4. The factor 1 10 5 is used to scale the coefficients to avoid numerical troubles.
• The chained wood function [7] f
where J = {1, 3, 5, · · · , n − 3} and n is a multiple of 4.
• The generalized Rosenbrock function [22] :
We apply SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) to minimize these polynomial functions. 
3) is almost the same as the one in [34] . This is because the csp graphs of these polynomials are chordal graphs. However, if the csp graphs are sparse but their chordal extensions are much dense, then the relaxation in [34] is very similar to the dense SOS relaxation. In such situations, the relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) might be more suitable. For example, to minimize the sparse polynomial
the chordal extension of the csp graph is the complete graph, and hence the sparse SOS relaxation using chordal extension is the same as the dense SOS relaxation. However, the sparse relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is very suitable for this problem.
Second, consider the following test functions.
• Broyden tridiagonal function [21] :
where x0 = xn+1 = 0.
• Broyden banded function [21] :
• Discrete boundary value function [7] :
, ti = ih, x0 = xn+1 = 0.
These three polynomials have sparse summand polynomial f * ∆ i
. So we apply the sparser SOS relaxation (3.11)-(3.16) and solve it by using softwares SeDuMi and YALMIP. The computational results are in For the Broyden tridiagonal function, we can also apply the sparse relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) or chordal extension from [34] . They are slightly more expensive. For n = 500, the problem can be solved in about ten seconds with similar accuracy. However, for the Broyden banded function and discrete boundary value function, the relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) and the method in [34] are much more expensive. For instance, when n has values 10 or bigger, they are usually difficult to implement due to computer memory restrictions.
One interesting observation in Table 2 is that the accuracy for the Broyden tridiagonal function is not as high as for the other two functions. One possible reason is that the global minimizer of Broyden tridiagonal function is not unique and there are additional numerical troubles caused from extracting minimizers. This illustrates that the computation is more numerically difficult when there are multiple global solutions.
Randomly generated test problems
In this subsection, we present the computational results for randomly generated polynomials. The aim is to test the performance of the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) for minimizing random polynomials and compare with other sparse SOS methods. For these randomly generated polynomials, solve the sparse relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) by using softwares SeDuMi and YALMIP. Then we get lower bounds f
Randomly generated sums of small polynomials
In this subsubsection, we randomly generate sparse polynomials f (x) of the form (1.1) and use them to test the performance of the sparse relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) . Then the csp graph of f (x) is usually not chordal and its chordal extension is often much less sparse. So the method in [34] is usually expensive for these polynomials. We let m = n and choose fi to have form
where ∆i are chosen to be random subsets of [n] with cardinality at most ∆ . Here Ni =`|
) are random. So each Ai is positive definite.
This choice guarantees that the global minimizers of f (x) are contained in some compact set. First, let 2d = 4 and n be 20, 40, 60, 80, 100. For each ∆ (3 or 4) and n, we generate 100 random polynomials in the way described above. For each one, we solve the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) by using softwares SeDuMi and YALMIP, and get the lower bound f * ∆ and optimal dual solutionŷ. For all these randomly generated polynomials, the moment matrices M ∆ i d (ŷ) have numerical rank one. So we can easily extract the minimizerx. The maximum, average and minimum of consumed CPU time are in Table 3 . For these random polynomials, we just record the maximum error of the extracted minimizers. From Table 3 , for ∆ = 4, we can find the global minimizer of a quartic sparse polynomial of 100 variables with error O(10 −9 ) within about 8 CPU seconds. Second, let n = 30 and 2d be 4, 6, 8. For each ∆ (3 or 4) and 2d, we generate 100 random polynomials in the way described in the above. For each one, solve the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) by using softwares SeDuMi and YALMIP, and get the lower bounds f * ∆ and optimal dual solutionŷ. Similarly, all moment matrices M ∆ i d (ŷ) have rank one, and the minimizerx can be extracted easily. The maximum, average and minimum of the consumed CPU time, and the maximum error of extracted minimizers are in Table 4 . For ∆ = 4, the global minimizer of such generated polynomials of degree 8 and 30 variables can be found with error O(10 −8 ) within about 120 seconds.
We remark that the sparsity technique in [34] is too expensive to be implementable for minimizing these random polynomials generated in the way as above because of computer memory limitations. For these random polynomials, the sparsity technique using chordal extension is almost as expensive as the general dense SOS relaxation. This is because the chordal extensions of csp graphs of these polynomials are usually much more dense than the original csp graphs. However, as we have seen in the above, the SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is very suitable for these polynomials.
Random sparse polynomials with given chordal extension
In this subsubsection, we generate random sparse polynomials in a similar way as in [34] , and compare the performance of our sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) with the one in [34] using chordal extension. Generate a chordal graph randomly such that the size of every maximal clique is at most 6. Let {C1, · · · , Cm} be the set of maximal cliques. If we choose ∆i = Ci, then the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is the same as the one using chordal extension. Therefore, to make a reasonable comparison, for each Ci, we choose a random subset ∆i ⊆ Ci. Choose each small polynomial fi to have the form
Here Ni =`|
) are random. The global minimizers of f (x) = P i fi(x∆ i ) generated as above always exist and are contained in some compact set. First, let 2d = 4 and n be 20, 40, 60, 80, 100. For each n, generate 50 random polynomials as above. For each of these random polynomials, solve the relaxation (3.1)-(3.3), find a chordal extension of the csp graph of f (x) and then apply the sparse relaxation in [34] . Both relaxations are solved by softwares SeDuMi and YALMIP. Then we extract minimizersx from moment matrices. The computational results are in Table 5 . For these solved problems, we just record the maximum error of the relaxation. Second, let n = 30 and 2d be 4, 6, 8. For each 2d, generate 50 random polynomials as above. For each one, solve the problem by the relaxation (3.1)- (3.8) and the one in [34] using chordal extension. They are solved by softwares SeDuMi and YALMIP. The computational results are in Table 6 .
From Tables 5 and 6 , we observe that for polynomials randomly generated as above the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is slightly more computationally efficient than the one using chordal extension. As we can see, for these random polynomials, there is not much difference between the qualities of these two kinds of sparse SOS relaxations. The distinction between their qualities depends on specific problems. Of course, theoretically the sparse relaxation using chordal extension in [34] is at least as tight as the relaxation (3.1)-(3.3).
Random dense polynomials
In this subsubsection, we test the performance of our sparse SOS relaxation on minimizing general dense polynomials. We observe that every polynomial f (x) is a summation of monomials whose number of variables is at most the degree deg(f ). So the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is attractive when the degree 2d is small like 4. We generate the random dense polynomials as follows
Here N =`n +d d´,
) is a random vector. So the global minimizers of f (x) generated this way are contained in some compact set. Note that f (x) is also a summation of small polynomials. Let ∆i be the subsets of [n] with cardinality 2d. Then we can write
for some small polynomials fi(x∆ i ). Since ∆ = 2d, which should not be big for the effectiveness of the sparse relaxation (3.1)-(3.3), we test for the case that 2d = 4. Let n be 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 . For each pair (n, d) of these values, generate 50 random examples as above. For each random polynomial, solve the sparse relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) by using softwares SeDuMi and YALMIP. The consumed CPU time and the accuracy of relaxation are in Table 7 . We can see that the obtained solutions are very good within reasonably acceptable time. When n ≥ 24, the sparse relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) is then also too expensive to be implementable due to computer memory restrictions.
For these randomly generated dense polynomials, the general dense SOS relaxation and sparse SOS relaxations like in [34] are not implementable for n ≥ 16, due to either computer memory shortage or the consumed time being more than 10 hours. However, when 2d is small like 4, the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) can solve bigger dense polynomial optimization problems which can not be solvable by other methods.
Applications
Minimizing a summation of small polynomials arises in various applications. Many big polynomials in applications often come in this form. In such situations, the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) or (3.11)-(3.13) is very useful. In this section, we show some applications in solving sparse polynomial systems and sensor network localization.
Solving sparse polynomial system
Suppose we are trying to solve the sparse polynomial system g1(x∆ 1 ) = 0, g2(x∆ 2 ) = 0, · · · , gm(x∆ m ) = 0.
In some applications, these equations are redundant or even inconsistent. When the polynomial system does not admit a solution, we want to seek a least squares solution, which is often useful in applications.
This problem can be formulated as finding the global minimizer of the sparse polynomial
The polynomial system has a real zero if and only if f * = 0. When f * = 0, the global minimizers are precisely the real zeros of the polynomial system. When f * > 0, the global minimizers are the least squares solutions.
One important sparse polynomial system of the above form is from computing the numerical solutions of nonlinear differential equations. Consider the two-point boundary value problem (BVP)
To find the numerical solution, the central difference approximation with a uniform mesh is often used to discretize the derivatives. Let N be a positive integer and set h = b−a N+1
. Then we get polynomial difference equations
where x0 = α, xN+1 = β and t k = a + hk. Every polynomial on the left involves 2 or 3 variables
. So this is a sparse polynomial system. There are several methods for solving this kind of polynomial system, like Newton's method and homotopy methods. Newton's method is very fast, but often require an accurate initial guess. Homotopy methods do not require a "satisfactory" guess and work well for small N , but are expensive to implement for large N . We refer to [1] and the references therein for work in this area. When N is large, this polynomial system is large but sparse. We solve this system by applying the sparse SOS relaxation (3.11)-(3.16) for big N (up to 100 or even bigger).
The exact solution to this problem is x(t) = 1 t+2
. Now we discretize the differential equation with mesh size h = 1 N+1
, then get the difference equation
This is a polynomial system about x1, x2, · · · , xN . We can solve this polynomial system as a nonlinear least squares problem by applying sparse SOS relaxation (3.11)-(3.16). The computational results are in Table 8 . The equation error is defined to be the infinity norm of the residuals N eqn. error ). If we want to make them more accurate, they can be used as the initial guesses in Newton's methods for refining. The accuracy of the discretization is defined to be the difference between computed solution x k and true solution x(t k ) =
. Since the discretization has error O(h 2 ), we expect that
2 is almost constant. When N ≥ 50, SeDuMi experienced numerical troubles, and the returned solutions are not as accurate as for the smaller N s. This explains why x k − x(t k ) ∞ and x k − x(t k ) ∞/h 2 becomes bigger for N ≥ 50. Time records the CPU seconds consumed by the SDP solver SeDuMi. For N = 100, the computation takes less CPU time than for N = 80 or N = 90. This is because the numerical troubles make SeDuMi terminate earlier. , then get the difference equation
This is a polynomial system about x1, x2, · · · , xN . We can solve this polynomial system as a nonlinear least squares problem by applying sparse SOS relaxation 
Sensor Network Localization
The sensor network location problem is basically described as follows: find a sequence of unknown vectors x1, x2, · · · , xn ∈ R k (k = 1, 2, · · · ) (they are called sensors) such that distances between these sensors and some other known vectors a1, · · · , am (they are called anchors) are equal to some given numbers. Now each xi itself is a k-dimensional vector. To be more specific,
where dij, e ik are given distances. Then the sensor network localization problem is to find vectors x1, x2, · · · , xn such that xi − xj 2 = dij for all (i, j) ∈ A and xi − a k 2 = e ik for all (i, k) ∈ B. Notice that A and B only give some partial pairs of distances. A does not contain all the pairs (i, j) such that i < j, and neither does B.
Sensor network localization is also known as the graph realization problem or the distance geometry problem. Given a graph G = (V, E) along with a real number associated with each edge, graph realization is to assign each vertex a coordinate so that the Euclidean distance between any two adjacent vertices is equal to the real number associated with that edge.
The locations of sensors can be determined from the polynomial system xi − xj * is a global minimizer of f (x) such that f (x * ) = 0. When x * is a global minimizer such that f (x * ) > 0, the distances di,j and e ik are not consistent, and x * is a solution in the least squares sense. This polynomial f (x) is of the form (1.1), and our sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.3) can be applied to solve the problem.
We randomly generate test problems which are similar to those given in [6] . First, we randomly generate n = 500 sensor locations x * i −x * j 2 = dij . Choose edge B such that every anchor is connected to all the sensors within distance 0.3. For every (i, k) ∈ B, compute the distance x * i − a k 2 = e ik . Then we apply sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.8) to minimize polynomial function (5.1). The accuracy of computed sensor locationsx1, · · · ,xn will be measured by the Root Mean Square Distance (RMSD) which is defined as RMSD =`1 n P n i=1 xi − x * i 2 2´1
2 . We use SeDuMi to solve the sparse SOS relaxation (3.1)-(3.8) on a Linux machine with 1.46 GHz CPU and 0.98GB memory. The problem can be solved within about 18 CPU minutes with accuracy O(10 −6 ). We refer to [24] for more details about sparse SOS methods for sensor network localization.
Conclusions and discussions
This paper proposes sparse SOS relaxations for minimizing polynomial functions that are summations of small polynomials. We discuss various properties of these relaxations and the computational issues. We also present applications of this sparsity technique in solving polynomial equations derived from nonlinear differential equations and sensor network localization. As a special case, this sparsity technique provides a heuristic approach to solve bigger dense polynomial optimization problems.
In order to exploit the sparsity, the polynomial and its SOS representation must be sparse. In many applications, the polynomials are often given with sparsity pattern (1.1), and then the sparsity technique proposed in this paper is very suitable. If the sparsity pattern is not given, one important future work is how to represent the polynomial in a sparse pattern such that the technique proposed in this paper is most efficient. Of course, one simple choice is to consider each monomial as a small polynomial.
The idea of this sparse SOS relaxation can be applied in a similar way to solve constrained polynomial optimization problems, provided the objective and constraint polynomials are also sums of small polynomials. See Kim et al. [14] and Lasserre [18] for related work. To get the global minimum, high order relaxations are usually necessary. Lasserre [18] proved the convergence under the running intersection property. However, unlike the general dense SOS relaxation for minimizing polynomials over compact sets, the convergence might fail when the running intersection property does not hold. As a counterexample, consider the Minimum Cover Set Problem. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V = [3] and edge set E = { (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3) }. To find the minimum cover set is equivalent to solving (x2 + x3). The running intersection property now fails. However, we can prove that the global minimum f * = 2 and the lower bounds given by sparse SOS relaxations are at most 3 2 . The sparse SOS relaxations do not converge for this example. Another important future work is to apply the sparse SOS relaxations in solving big real sparse polynomial systems arising from nonlinear differential equations.
